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Abstract. Full-field optical coherence tomography �OCT� using a
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor �CMOS� camera with an in-
tegrated a digital signal processor �DSP� is demonstrated. The CMOS-
DSP camera employed is typically used in machine vision applications
and is based on an array of 1024�1024 direct readout pixels that are
randomly addressable in space and time. These characteristics enable
the camera to be used as a fast full-field detector in carrier-based optical
metrology systems. The integrated DSP facilitates basic signal process-
ing including real-time filtering and undersampling. The optical setup
used to implement this OCT method is composed of a free-space Mich-
elson interferometer and a superluminescent diode �SLD� light source,
with an electromechanical shaker for depth scanning. Unlike classical
OCT approaches, however, the setup does not require any electrome-
chanical device for lateral scanning. A 64�30 pixel region of interest
was imaged at 235 frames/s and sampled in depth, corresponding to a
volumetric measurement of 875�410�150 �m. Measurements carried
out on a simple calibration specimen indicated lateral and axial resolu-
tions of 14 and 22 �m, respectively. The presented approach offers an
inexpensive and versatile alternative to traditional OCT systems and pro-
vides the basis for a functional machine vision system suitable for indus-
trial applications.
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1 Introduction

Since its foundation1,2 the paramount preoccupation with
optical coherence tomography �OCT� has been higher reso-
lution in 2-D cross-sectional imaging for biomedical appli-
cations. This has stimulated OCT designs with complex
optical setups,3,4 expensive light sources,5–7 and compli-
cated lateral scanning of the sample under test.8–10 A sim-
plistic solution for industrial 3-D imaging, using lower
specification full-field OCT, has been largely ignored.

Systems based on single-point, or flying-spot time do-
main OCT must scan the sample in two lateral dimensions
and reconstruct a 3-D image using depth information ob-
tained by coherence gating through an axially scanning ref-
erence arm. Two-dimensional lateral scanning has been
electromechanically implemented by moving the sample11

using a translation stage, and using a novel microelectro-
mechanical system scanner.12 These approaches are slow,
complex, and costly due to the drawbacks of a 2-D electro-
mechanical scanner.

Parallel OCT using a charge-coupled device �CCD�
camera has been used in which the sample is full-field illu-
minated and en face imaged with the CCD, hence eliminat-
ing the electromechanical lateral scan. By stepping the ref-
t0091-3286/2006/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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rence mirror and recording successive en face images a
-D representation can be reconstructed. Three-dimensional
CT using a CCD camera was demonstrated in a phase-

tepped technique,13 using geometric phase shifting with a
innik interferometer,14 utilizing a pair of CCDs and het-
rodyne detection,15 and in a Linnik interferometer with an
scillating reference mirror and axial translation stage.16

entral to the CCD approach is the necessity for either very
ast CCDs or carrier generation separate from the stepping
eference mirror to track the high-frequency OCT carrier,
ence adding cost and complexity to the system. Further-
ore, an abundance of often redundant information exists
hen a 3-D tomograph is reconstructed from many fixed

egion of interest �ROI� CCD frames, requiring external
torage and processing hardware.

A 2-D smart detector array, fabricated using a 2 �m
MOS process, was used to demonstrate17 full-field OCT.
eaturing an uncomplicated optical setup, each pixel of the
8�58 pixel smart detector array acted as an individual
hotodiode and included its own hardware demodulation
ircuitry. The weaknesses of this CMOS method are the
ost of the design and fabrication of a custom-built detector
rray, and the inflexibility of hardware-based demodulation.
oreover, the hardware demodulation circuitry surround-

ng the photodiode of this CMOS pixel reduces its fill fac-

or, i.e., the ratio of photodiode surface area to pixel area.
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Full-field laser interferometry utilizing a programmable
CMOS-DSP �digital signal processor� camera has been
reported.18 The system performed 2-D lateral scanning by
electronically addressing successive pixels, exploiting the
random pixel accessibility inherent to the camera sensor. A
further benefit of the random pixel accessibility was ROI-
only imaging which enables faster frame rates. Demodula-
tion was performed digitally using the DSP of the camera.
This work established the CMOS-DSP camera as a flexible
and inexpensive solution for automated high-precision op-
tical metrology.

This paper reports full-field OCT of a rough aluminum
sample using a programmable CMOS-DSP camera. In a
very simple optical setup, 2-D lateral scanning was per-
formed electronically by addressing the pixels of the cam-
era. Carrier-based detection and processing of the OCT sig-
nal were carried out digitally. The approach exhibits ROI
full-field imaging, enabling extremely fast frame rates by
avoiding redundant information acquisition and processing.
The paper demonstrates a progressive 3-D OCT imaging
system of novel simplicity, functionality, and versatility,
where, contrary to often inflexible higher resolution bio-
medical OCT, the aim is to exploit a reasonably priced
noninvasive 3-D imaging technique for industrial measure-
ment applications.

2 Low-Coherence Interferometry with a CMOS
Camera

The basis of OCT is low-coherence interferometry19–21 and
compiling a tomograph of a sample microstructure by re-
constructing its reflection map. In a Michelson interferom-
eter with a partially coherent light source, interference is
achieved only when the reference and sample path lengths
are matched within the coherence length of the light source.
If the path length of one arm is varied, a low-coherence
interference envelope of maximum amplitude correspond-
ing to the point of path length matching, is produced. The
envelope amplitude, superimposed on a carrier relates to
reflection coefficient of the sample surface. A cross-
sectional tomograph, or B-scan, is achieved by laterally
scanning a sample and combining each point-spatial reflec-
tion map. A 3-D representation requires lateral scanning in
two dimensions.

Essential to the implementation of two-dimensional
electronic pixel scanning is random pixel access of the
imaging sensor. The CMOS-DSP camera �iMVS-155,
AKAtech SA, Switzerland� used in this experiment features
a 1024�1024 logarithmic CMOS sensor,22,23 an analog-to-
digital converter �ADC�, a DSP, a super video graphics ar-
ray �SVGA� output, eight digital input/output lines, an RS-
232 communication port, and static random access memory
�SRAM�, all in a compact stand-alone device. Individual
and groups of pixels can be randomly addressed in space
and time and real-time processed by rapidly uploading a C
program from an external computer to the internal DSP.
The output from the camera is then displayed on a VGA
monitor or uploaded to the external computer.

A characteristic of the CMOS pixel is its logarithmic
voltage response to light intensity, as shown in Fig. 1,
which is approximated within ±3% in the range

−4 2 −2
10 to 10 W m , as o
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= m log10� I

I0
� , �1�

here I is the light intensity on the pixel, and m and I0 are
onstants. Although the logarithmic response makes the
amera sensitive to light intensity over an impressive
20 dB range, Eq. �1� has significant implications when the
amera is used as a full-field detector in a carrier-based
nterferometric imaging system. The interference of two
artially coherent light beams can be expressed in terms of
he source intensity IS as

= k1IS + k2IS + 2��k1IS��k2IS��1/2 Re������ , �2�

here k1+k2�1 represents the interferometer beamsplit-
ing ratio; and ���� is called the complex degree of coher-
nce, i.e., the interference envelope and carrier dependent
n the reference arm scan or time delay �, and whose re-
overy is of interest in OCT. Substituting Eq. �2� for I in
q. �1� results in

= m log10� IS

I0
�k1 + k2� +

IS

I0
2�k1k2�1/2 Re������	 . �3�

actorizing, and using the logarithm property, the output
ixel voltage becomes

= m log10� IS

I0
� + m log10
�k1 + k2� + 2�k1k2�1/2 Re������� .

�4�

rom Eq. �4� it is clear that the magnitude of the time-
ependent component of the signal ���� included in the
econd term is independent of source intensity IS due to the
ogarithmic response property of the CMOS sensor. Hence,
s a consequence of the CMOS-DSP camera’s logarithmic
esponse, increasing the source intensity acts simply as a dc

ig. 1 Logarithmic pixel response of the CMOS-DSP camera. The
utput voltage is converted to an 8-bit value by the camera’s internal
DC.
ffset and does not increase the coherence envelope mag-
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nitude. Furthermore, achieving a higher ac signal requires a
higher ratio of ac component with respect to the dc compo-
nent, i.e., higher visibility, since in this camera, the equiva-
lent noise voltage at the pixel output is almost independent
of light intensity and a higher signal at pixel output means
a higher signal-to-noise ratio �SNR�.

The logarithmic response is a consequence of the flow of
the photocurrent through a logarithmic resistive load. Asso-
ciated with this logarithmic load and the circuit capacitance
is a pixel response time dependent on light intensity. The
response time was analyzed in the time and frequency do-
mains, using stepped intensity and swept sinusoidal fre-
quency modulation of a 720 nm laser diode light source,
respectively. The time-domain response exhibited exponen-
tial rise and decay, and the frequency analysis revealed a
lowpass filter characteristic, with a −3 dB cutoff frequency.
The relationship between pixel response time and light in-
tensity is shown in Fig. 2. Because the slope is 1 and the
scale of both axes is logarithmic, the time response is lin-
early proportional to light intensity. As light intensity is
decreased, the pixel response time increases. With the low-
light intensities of an OCT signal, the response time must
be considered. If the frequency of the optical carrier, deter-
mined by the velocity of the scanning arm, is greater than
the cutoff frequency of the pixel at a particular intensity, the
signal will be attenuated and the SNR is reduced. Hence, in
low-coherence interferometry, the characteristics of the
CMOS-DSP camera impose an implicit trade-off between
light intensity, scan speed, and SNR.

3 Method

3.1 Optical Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The superlumi-
nescent diode �SLD� light source had a full width at half
maximum spectral bandwidth of 25 nm centered at 830 nm
and supplied 3.6 mW of power. The convex lens �L1� col-
limated the light to a beam diameter of 5 mm. The camera

Fig. 2 Pixel response time and light intensity. At low light intensities,
the pixel response time is longer, corresponding to a lower cutoff
frequency.
objective �CO� enabled optical zoom and focusing of the l
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ample image onto the CMOS sensor. The three notable
spects of the setup are the off-centered camera polarizer,
nd rough reference surface. These measures were taken to
aximize the SNR of the CMOS sensor, that is, to achieve
higher visibility or higher ac/dc ratio of the light intensity

omponents, as discussed in the previous section. The cam-
ra was off-centered to prevent parasitic dc light reflections
rom the beamsplitter. For each pixel there is a given ori-
ntation of the polarizer that maximizes the visibility and
ence, the presence of the fixed polarizer improves the
NR for some pixels. The rough reference surface, i.e., the
ame as the sample surface, facilitated a maximum visibil-
ty.

The sample was axially translated using an electrome-
hanical minishaker �type 4810, Brüel & Kjaer, Denmark�
ith a triangle waveform at a speed of 120 �m/s. A cus-

omized program was uploaded to the camera accessing and
rocessing a region of 64�30 pixels, corresponding to
75�410 �m on the sample. All data were stored on the
nternal memory of the camera. A LabVIEW interface ran
n an external computer to generate the triangle waveform
o drive the minishaker and digitally trigger the camera
cquisition using one of the camera’s IO ports. When com-
lete, the data were downloaded from the camera memory
o the external computer for 3-D presentation.

.2 Sample Specification
he sample �shown in Fig. 4� was a rough aluminum sur-

ace of two concentric circle steps, machined to a depth of
100 �m with a rough surface ���SLD� finish. The camera
as focused to the lower left quadrant of the 5 mm radius

tep and a ROI of 64�30 pixels was chosen on the CMOS
ensor to overlap the step transition. The sample was
hought to mimic the very low reflectivity of a typical non-
pecular surface such as a semiconductor or a rough metal-

ig. 3 Full-field OCT optical setup. Components include superlumi-
escent diode �SLD�, convex lens �L1�, 50/50 beamsplitter �BS�,
olarizer �POL�, camera objective �CO�, and CMOS-DSP camera
CAM�. The reference �REF� and sample �SMP� are of the same
ough aluminum finish.
ic surface common in industrial environments.
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4 Results and Discussion
To highlight the signal processing capabilities of the
CMOS-DSP camera, a cross-sectional tomograph of the
sample, i.e., a ROI of 64�1 pixels was acquired, pro-
cessed, and displayed in real time. The camera demon-
strated an imaging speed of 1900 frames/s for the 64�1
pixel ROI. Three example images stepping 400 �m in the y
direction are shown in Fig. 5. The images show the low-
coherence interference envelope obtained at the top and
bottom of the step sample as the sample is scanned in
depth. Taking four samples per period of the OCT signal
carrier, i.e., carrier-based detection with 4096 samples in
depth, the processing consisted of bandpass filtering by a
78-tap finite impulse response �FIR� filter and taking the
absolute value of the signal. The modulus of the analytic
signal is the envelope. In this simple algorithm of envelope
demodulation to demonstrate the on-board processing capa-
bilities of the camera, by bandpass filtering and taking the

Fig. 4 Rough aluminum sample specifications.
the sample� is highlighted. Left: plan, elevation,
profile, measured with a profilometer.

Fig. 5 Two-dimensional low-coherence reflection maps of the rough
aluminum surface after real-time bandpass filtering. Lateral scan

corresponds to 64 x direction pixels. b
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bsolute value of the experimental signal gave a frequency
odulated positive envelope. Hence, the resulting dark

pots in the interference envelope.
For the 3-D reconstruction, a 2-D ROI of 64

30 pixels was sampled 256 times during an axial scan,
orresponding to undersampling the carrier at approxi-
ately 0.125 times the Nyquist frequency. The camera

emonstrated an imaging speed of 235 frames/s for the
4�30 pixel ROI. Figure 6 shows the postprocessed re-
onstruction. In this postprocessing envelope demodulation
lgorithm, the analytic signal was bandpass filtered using
requency windowing and the corresponding analytic signal
as calculated. The obtained envelope was lowpass filtered

o further increase the SNR. Since the maximum value of
he envelope corresponds to the point of path length match-
ng, and hence surface location, peak detection of the en-
elope was used in to give the surface visualization of Fig.
. The lateral resolution, determined by the pixel and cam-

mera ROI of 64�30 pixels �875�410 �m on
ploded cross section of sample. Right: sample

ig. 6 Full-field OCT. Reconstructed from CMOS-DSP raw pixel
ata and postprocessed using MATLAB. Surface topology achieved
The ca
and ex
y peak detection of the low coherence interference envelope.
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era zoom, was 14 �m, and the axial resolution, related to
the coherence length of the source, was 22 �m.

A comparison of the en face 3-D tomograph with a
512�512 pixel en face camera image is shown in Fig. 7.
As demonstrated, it was possible to correlate the curvature
of the machined step and its 5 mm radius. Note that the en
face camera image represents only half of the CMOS sen-
sor area and that any shape of any size at any location on
the 1024�1024 pixel array could be sampled and pro-
cessed, due to the unique CMOS sensor property termed
“direct readout.”

The results demonstrate full-field ROI OCT of a rough
metallic surface. Further to 3-D reconstruction and postpro-
cessing, real-time 2-D processing and imaging of the sur-
face was accomplished, using the direct readout CMOS-
DSP sensor as a stand-alone imaging device. Although
novel electronic pixel scanning eliminated the electrome-
chanical lateral scanning, the logarithmic pixel response of
the camera imposes a significant drawback, i.e., increasing
the source power not change the SNR. However, with
higher intensity, the pixel response time decreases and a
faster acquisition rate can be achieved. Regardless, the re-
sults display a simplistic, versatile, and cost-effective
method of noninvasive 3-D imaging for industrial applica-
tions, where a fast measurement of a small region of inter-
est is critical, and ultrahigh resolution is irrelevant. Innova-
tion is still required to offer random access in depth,
currently restricted by the analog scanning reference arm.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Full-field OCT without electromechanical lateral scanning
using a CMOS-DSP camera and a relatively simple optical
setup was demonstrated. The approach presented here of-
fers an inexpensive and versatile alternative to traditional
OCT systems and provides the basis for a functional ma-
chine vision system suitable for industrial applications. The
paper demonstrated a novel simplistic, cost-effective, and
versatile approach to 3D OCT using a stand-alone imaging
device.
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